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Abstract: The uncertainty of the arrival time of trucks has increased the complexity of terminal
operations. The truck appointment system (TAS) cannot respond to this problem in time, which can
easily cause appointment invalidation and reduce the efficiency of truck operations and terminal
operations. This paper comprehensively considers the related constraints of truck re-scheduling
costs, gate waiting costs, and idle emission costs. With the goal of minimizing the comprehensive
operating costs of truck companies and port companies, a dynamic appointment rescheduling
model for external trucks based on mixed integer nonlinear programming is established. This paper
designs an adaptive quantum revolving door update mechanism and proposes a double-chain
real quantum genetic algorithm. The simulation experiment results show that compared with the
traditional scheduling, the truck dynamic appointment rescheduling model can effectively reduce
the comprehensive operating costs of the truck company and the port company and alleviate the
congestion of the port. The probability that the truck cannot arrive at the port on time, the advance
time for the truck to confirm the arrival time, and the length of time that the external truck cannot
arrive at the port on time have a significant impact on the cost of the reschedule of the TAS. This
paper favorably supports the manager’s operational decision-making.

Keywords: arrival time; uncertain; truck appointment system (TAS); dynamic appointment reschedul-
ing; double-chain real quantum genetic algorithm

1. Introduction
1.1. Background

The truck appointment system (TAS) can reasonably determine the scheduled arrival
time of the external trucks so that the port can fully control the arrival truck volume infor-
mation before the external trucks arrive at the port and make a better plan for deployment
of the terminal operating machinery configuration (which can effectively avoid problems
such as congestion during peak periods and waste of resources caused by the centralized
arrival of external trucks). However, unexpected traffic jams, bad weather, other trucks, or
unexpected conditions of the drivers and other emergencies will cause uncertainty in the
actual arrival time of the external trucks. The early or late arrival of the external truck will
disrupt the port operation plan planned by the TAS, increase the complexity of the port
operation, and increase the cost of the truck companies and port companies. If the TAS can
respond in time when the arrival time of the external truck is uncertain, it can effectively
reduce the impact of the uncertainty of the arrival time of the external truck on the system.
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1.2. Research Significance

As an important means of transportation for cargo distribution between ports and
land companies, trucks will directly affect the operating efficiency of port companies
and trucking companies. Too long queues of trucks at gates, yards, and other links will
affect the turnaround time of trucks in the port and even affect urban traffic in severe
cases. This not only results in a waste of time but also a waste of environmental resources.
Reasonable planning of truck and cargo scheduling time can alleviate port congestion,
improve the overall operational efficiency of port companies and truck companies, and
achieve a win-win situation for both parties.

1.3. Innovation

(1) This study proposes a re-confirmation strategy which can keep track of the actual
arrival time of trucks. For the trucks that cannot arrive at the port on time, a reschedul-
ing strategy is adopted to reduce the comprehensive operating costs of the trucking
company and the port company. A model of re-booking and rescheduling of the trucks
when the arrival time is uncertain is established to promote the effect of reservation.

(2) In this study, a double-chain real-quantity quantum genetic algorithm is proposed for
the re-scheduling problem of trucks that cannot arrive at the port on time. A double-
chain real number encoding method is designed to better represent the reservation
status of the set card. At the same time, the quantum revolving gate and mutation are
adaptively adjusted to speed up the running time of the entire algorithm.

2. Related Works

The container terminal TAS can effectively alleviate the congestion of external trucks
in the port and reduce the turnaround time of external trucks in the port [1], which has
been widely used in domestic and foreign terminals. The following current research status
of the truck appointment system will be described from the two aspects of the deterministic
problem and the uncertainty problem.

2.1. Research on the Deterministic Problems

Abdelmagid et al. [2] presented a comprehensive review and analysis of the litera-
ture addressing the external truck appointment scheduling problem and presents possible
directions for future research. After explaining the problem and its importance, the re-
viewed literature is classified into three main categories: control and decision perspectives,
modelling methodologies, and collaboration between stakeholders. However, which ap-
pointment scheduling rule is the best is still an open question. In order to answer this
question, Creemers et al. [3] developed an analytical model to assess the performance from
three aspects (customer waiting time, server idle time, and server overtime) of appointment
scheduling rules in a wide variety of settings. Torkjazi et al. [4] proposed a novel approach
for designing a TAS intended to serve both the marine container terminal operator and
drayage operators. The TAS seeks to distribute the truck arrivals evenly throughout the day
to avoid gate and yard congestion. The proposed TAS is formulated as a mixed integer non-
linear program (MINLP) and the model is solved by the Lingo commercial software. Due
to the long solution time of commercial solvers, it is not suitable for the current problem.

Some researchers use heuristic algorithms to solve the problems related to the truck
appointment system: Sanghyuk Yi et al. [5] proposed a truck reservation scheduling
method that considers the cost of the truck staying at the terminal, and constructed the
reservation schedule while considering the influence of reservation time on port waiting
time, solving the problem based on the mathematical formulation of the Frank-Wolfe
algorithm and heuristics and comparing the proposed algorithm with other heuristics.
Ramírez-Nafarrate et al. [6] analyzed potential configurations of truck booking systems
and assessed their impact on yard operations, especially in terms of reducing container
handling and truck turnaround time. Thus, a discrete event simulation model and heuristic
algorithm are proposed, and experiments are carried out using historical data from port
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terminals. According to the different operating environments of the port, the model needs
to be changed flexibly. At present, most of the relevant heuristic algorithms are solved for
the model under study, and the fault tolerance rate of the model is low, so it is difficult to
popularize and use.

Intelligent algorithms can also solve problems related to the truck appointment sys-
tem: Shiri et al. [7] proposed a truck appointment system model, which requires that each
truck must load and unload containers at the customer’s location within a specified time
window and define it as an extension of the multiple traveling salesman problem with time
windows. As a result, a reactive tabu search algorithm is proposed. The solutions obtained
by the algorithm show that the developed set card appointment model can determine
the optimal solution and solve the running problem in a reasonable time. Kai et al. [8]
comprehensively considered the waiting cost of the set card and the penalty cost caused
by waiting for timeout, built a mixed integer linear programming model, and conducted
benchmark tests through the CPLEX exact solution method, finally designing a rolling time
domain algorithm and verifying the effectiveness of the algorithm. Taking the random-
ness of the outer set card task as the starting point, He et al. [9] proposed a field bridge
scheduling problem with uncertain arrival time and processing volume of the task group.
By establishing a mathematical model, all of the total delay and extra loss of the estimated
end time of the task group are optimized under uncertainty, and finally a solution method
based on a three-stage algorithm and a genetic algorithm is designed. At present, there are
more and more research studies on related intelligent algorithms, and the effect is getting
better and better, which is of great significance for future research. Especially for large-scale
problems, the solution time of intelligent algorithms will be greatly reduced, which is one
of the reasons for the use of intelligent algorithms in this study.

2.2. Research on the Uncertainty Problem

Due to some uncertain factors, the port operations plan planned by the TAS will be
disrupted, the complexity of port operations will increase, and the cost of truck compa-
nies and port companies will rise. Therefore, some scholars have made corresponding
improvements to TAS in response to these uncertain factors.

Some scholars have considered the unreliability of truck arrival information, the
uncertainty of truck loading and unloading operations, random port operations, and land-
based interference issues. Kourounioti et al. [10] sought to develop pick-up time-of-day
models for import containers using data easily retrieved from terminal operating systems
(TOS). The developed time-of-day (TOD) models can be used to calculate the probability
of drayage truck arrival times. Sun et al. [11] constructed mixed integer programming
optimization model based on the uncertain but detachable characteristics of the external
truck loading and unloading operations. Dos Santos et al. [12] pointed out the operational
bottlenecks loosen the port-city relationship. One of the main conflicts in this relation is
the land port access, which is a hard-to-be-mapped, random operation, so they developed
a dynamic model of road port access. The land-side disruption is rarely researched, and
Torkjazi et al. [4] addressed the ordinary level of such disruption where typically some
truck arrivals deviate from their schedule in the appointment system.

TASs facilitate coordination between container terminals and truck companies. How-
ever, in many cases, trucks with an appointment do not arrive at the scheduled appointment.
Wasesa et al. [13] proposed an overbooking reservation mechanism (ORM) to alleviate the
negative impact of these no-shows. Extending the existing research, Xu et al. [14] considered
morning and evening peak congestion and proposes a novel approach for multi-constraint
TAS intended to serve both truck companies and container terminals. A mixed integer
nonlinear programming (MINLP) based multi-constraint TAS model is formulated, which
explicitly considers the appointment change cost, queuing cost, and morning and evening
peak congestion cost. In order to alleviate the congestion of trucks in the container terminal
queuing, in view of the traditional appointment mechanism that only stipulates the upper
limit of the number of trucks arriving at the port and the long-interval appointment period
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and other static information, Chang et al. [15] established a dynamic reservation feedback
mechanism based on the arrival time sequence. An optimization model of the arrival
time sequence of the foreign truck is constructed. von Westarp et al. [16] considered the
uncertainty of transport demands, transit times, and freight capacities, utilized an exact
fuzzy-based exact approaches to solve the container positioning problem, and figured out
the trade-off between loaded and empty containers.

It can be seen from the above research on the truck appointment system that the
existing research basically optimizes the initial appointment plan of the truck and does not
consider the situation that the truck cannot arrive at the port on time. In practice, the trucks
may not arrive at the port on time due to some other unexpected circumstances, which
will affect the implementation of the initial plan of the truck appointment system and the
practical application of the truck appointment system.

Aiming at the above problems, this paper establishes a dynamic truck-appointment
re-scheduling model based on mixed integer nonlinear programming which is comprehen-
sively considering the related constraints of truck re-scheduling costs, gate waiting costs,
and idle emission costs.

3. Problem Description

The truck reservation system can reasonably determine the scheduled arrival time
of the external container trucks, so that the port can obtain the information of the arrival
cargo volume before the truck arrives at the port, and can deploy the terminal operation
machinery configuration in a more planned way. Existing research has only made relevant
optimizations around the uncertainty of the travel time of trucks caused by the impact of
urban traffic (e.g., unexpected traffic congestion, bad weather, unexpected conditions of
pickup or drivers, etc.), but the occurrence of other unexpected situations will also lead
to the uncertainty of the actual arrival time of external container truck. The early or late
arrival of the external container truck will disrupt the scheduled port collection operation
plan planned by the reservation system, which will not only cause pressure on the port
gate, but also increase the complexity of the operation and increasing the cost of collection
truck companies. Therefore, it is necessary that the truck reservation system can respond
in time when the arrival time of the external container truck is uncertain, and restore or
reduce the impact of the uncertainty of the arrival time of the external container truck on
the system as soon as possible.

Due to the uncertainty of the actual arrival time of the external trucks, there may be
too many or too few trucks in an appointment time window, which will affect the arrival
of the external truck that arrives on time in the scheduled time window. In order to avoid
disturbing the operation plan and interference with the arrival of the original scheduled
external trucks, this article does not allow the late or early external truck to enter the port
directly. Instead, the appointment quota will be issued again to allow the late or early
external truck to enter again. For a real-time appointment, the newly released appointment
share will be adjusted while the original appointment share remains unchanged.

Considering the uncertainty of the actual arrival time of the external trucks, we will
reschedule the external trucks that cannot arrive on time. The TAS will send a reconfirma-
tion message 30 min before the truck booking time window. If the truck driver predicts
that the truck can arrive at the port on time, it will confirm the truck booking time window.
If the truck driver predicts that the truck cannot arrive at the port on time, then submit
a predicted arrival time window, and the TAS will re-scheduling based on this. For the
external trucks that are scheduled to arrive early in the first time window, it is necessary
to turn off the vehicle buffer at the gate and wait until the first time window is allowed to
enter the port. For the external trucks, except for the first time window of the reservation, it
is necessary to make a reasonable appointment based on the time window quota issued
by the truck appointment system in real time. For the external trucks except for the last
time window of the reservation, if the truck arrives at the port later than the scheduled
time window, the truck simply needs to re-book within the time window based on the
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additional quota issued by the TAS in real time. For the external trucks that are late for the
last time window of the appointment, they are not allowed to enter the port in order to
meet the requirements of the port time window.

4. Dynamic Appointment Rescheduling Model for Trucks with Uncertain Arrival Time

The TAS will determine the re-published appointment quota according to the status
of the external trucks inside and outside the time window. The longer the early or the
shorter the late time is, the more options are available for the external trucks. When the
total number of appointments reaches the maximum, the time window is closed.

4.1. Variable Definitions

Indices:
tw Time window of the port
t′w Time window for trucks arriving late or early
ti Time interval of each time window
k The ID of the external truck
i Number of appointments for an external truck
b The appointment number of an external truck

Sets:

A
Set of time window tw, A = {1, . . . , 10}; A = 1 means the time window from 8 o’clock to
9 o’clock

A′ Set of time window t′w

Atw

Set of time intervals within a time window; e.g., A1 = {1, . . . , 10}, A2 = {1, . . . , 10}, etc.;
A1 = 1 means the time interval between 8:00 a.m.–8:06 a.m. in the first time window

I
Set of the number of appointments for each external truck (this article is set to 1~4 times),
I = {1, . . . , 4}; e.g., I = 3 means the external truck has 3 appointments

Ri
Appointment collection of external trucks with i appointments, e.g., Ri = 1, . . . , i;Ri = {1},
Ri = {1, 2}, etc.

D Set of the external Container Truck Company, e.g., D = {1, 2, . . .}, D = 1 means company 1
G Set of the gate

g
Set of exhaust pollutants, g = {1, 2, 3}; e.g., g = 1 means carbon monoxide (CO), g = 2 means
hydrocarbon, g = 3 means PM

Parameters:
Cq The penalty value of the truck waiting in line at Gate q
Nde f Total number of external trucks that arrived late or early
nt′w The number of external trucks that are late or early in time window t′w
u Threshold slope
dts The number of late or early arrivals for truck company d:
TH′d The transportation cost threshold at various truck companies
Nact The actual number of reserved external trucks in time window tw
λti

The average arrival rate of the external trucks in the time interval ti
Vti

Average departure rate in time interval ti
Wti

The average queue length of the external trucks in the time interval ti

Xkibtw

The status of the b-th appointment in the time window t′w of the external truck k with i-th
appointment

Xt′w−tw

The number of re-schedules in time window tw of the external trucks that arrived late or
early in time window t′w

nlast Number of external trucks late for the last time window of the appointment
AMtw Order volume in time window t′w

Tk
Indicates the cost of adjusting the time window after all early or late trucks arrive at
the port

di f ftwk
The number of differences between the time window for re-appointment and the
appointment time window after the truck k arrives at the port
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Gq Total number of gates q
nle−q Number of inbound trucks at Gate q
ACtwk The actual arrival time window of the truck k
OPtwk The appointment arrival time window of external truck k
nd Total number of appointments submitted by the truck company d
TC Extra congestion time for external trucks
Td Total change cost of the initial appointment plan of the truck company d

Xt′w−tw

The number of re-appointments in time window tw of the external trucks that are late or
early in time window t′w

nt′w The number of external trucks that are late or early in time window t′w
σ The number of time intervals in a time window
µti Service efficiency at the gate in time interval ti
e Coefficient of variance of gate service time
Wg Emission coefficient of Class g pollutants for trucks under unobstructed road conditions
W ′g Emission coefficient of Class g pollutants for trucks under unobstructed road conditions
CEg The environmental cost caused by each additional category g pollutant
Xprt Pickup truck reconfirmation arrival time

4.2. Mathematical Model

We propose a reconfirmation strategy that truck drivers need to confirm whether
they can arrive at the port on time 30 min before the appointment time window, which is
denoted by Xprt. If they can arrive at the port on time, then Xprt is 0; if they cannot arrive
on time, then Xprt is 1, as in Equation (1). Since the reissued time window appointment
quota of the TAS is proposed in the case of the late or early arrival of the external truck,
a decision variable Xt′w−tw

is established in the model in which the late or early arrival in
the time window is t′w, the number of re-appointments of the external trucks in the time
window is tw.

Xprt =

{
1, The external truck can′t arrive at the port in time

0, The external truck can arrive in time
(1)

min fobj = ∑
d∈D

∑
k∈Kd

Tk · Xprt + Cq ∑
ti∈Ti

(
Wti

+
λti
−Vti

2

)
+ ∑

j∈{1,2,3}
∑

g∈{1,2,3}
10−6 · TC ·

(
Wg −W ′g

)
· CEg (2)

The objective function is shown in Equation (2). Since the late or early external trucks
will be rescheduled when they arrive at the port, the objective function is to minimize the
cost of adjusting the time window and the gate waiting cost for all trucks. The first part
of the objective function represents the cost of adjusting the time window after all of the
early or late external trucks arrive at the port. The second part is the average waiting cost
of external trucks at the terminal gates. The third part is the additional environmental
pollution cost caused by trucks decelerating and idling in the morning and evening peak
hours and queues waiting in the gate. The pollutant emission coefficients Wg and W ′g are
obtained from the emission factors. The emission factors can refer to the exhaust emissions
of trucks in the National Sixth Standard (China).

Subject to:
Tk = di f ftwk·TH′d, ∀tw ∈ A, ∀k ∈ Kd, ∀d ∈ D (3)

di f ftwk =
∣∣ACtwk −OPtwk

∣∣, ∀tw ∈ A, ∀k ∈ Kd, ∀d ∈ D (4)

TH′d = a · udts/1000 + c · h−nd , ∀d ∈ D (5)

Td
nd
≤ TH′d, ∀tw ∈ A, ∀t′w ∈ A′ (6)

Xt′w−tw
= 0, ∀tw ∈ A, ∀t′w ∈ A′ (7)

Nact = ∑
k∈Kd

∑
i∈I

∑
b∈Ri

Xkibtw + Xt′w−tw
, ∀tw ∈ A, ∀t′w ∈ A′ (8)
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Nact > 0 (9)

Numskg = λti
/Gq, ∀ti ∈ Atw , ∀k ∈ Kd, ∀d ∈ D (10)

Atw = tw/10, ∀tw ∈ A (11)

nle−q = Vti
·t, t > 0, ∀ti ∈ Atw , ∀q ∈ G (12)

Wti+1 ≤ L, ∀ti ∈ Atw (13)

Wti+1 ≥ 0, ∀ti ∈ Atw (14)

Nde f = ∑
tw∈A

Xt′w−tw
+ nlast, ∀tw ∈ A, ∀t′w ∈ A′ (15)

nt′w ≥ 0, ∀t′w ∈ A′ (16)

Xt′w−tw
> 0, ∀tw ∈ A, ∀t′w ∈ A′ (17)

λti
=

Nact

σ
, ∀tw ∈ A, ∀t′w ∈ A′, ∀ti ∈ Atw (18)

Vti
= min

µti

Wti
+ 1−

√
W2

ti
+ 2e2 ·Wti

+ 1

1− e2 , Wti
+ λti

, ∀tw ∈ A, ∀t′w ∈ A′, ∀ti ∈ Atw (19)

TC = ∑
j∈{1,2,3}

Lj

(
1
Vj
− 1

V′j

)
·Qj, j ∈ {1, 2, 3} (20)

TC = ∑
j∈{1,2,3}

Lj

(
1
Vj
− 1

V′j

)
·Qj, j ∈ {1, 2, 3} (21)

Equation (3) represents the cost of adjusting the time window after all of the early or
late external trucks arrive at the port. Equation (4) represents the number of the difference
between the time window for re-appointment after truck k arrives at the port and the
time window for the appointment. Equation (5) is the threshold formula in uncertain
environment based on deterministic environment. The more the number of late or early
arrivals of the truck company, the higher the threshold. Equation (6) ensures that the cost
increase of each truck company’s changing time window does not exceed the predeter-
mined threshold. When the appointment external truck in the first time window arrives
early, the time window is not allowed to be adjusted. When the appointment external
truck in the last time window arrives late, it is not allowed to enter the port. If t′w is
the appointment time window in both cases, the number of re-appointments is 0, as in
Equation (7). Equation (8) represents the number of external trucks actually reserved in
the tw time window. Equation (9) represents the non-negative constraint on the number
of external trucks actually reserved in the tw time window. Equation (10) represents the
number of external trucks arriving at gate q in the time interval. Equation (11) represents
the time period of each time interval. Equation (12) represents the number of external
trucks entering the port at gate q at time t. Equation (13) indicates that the length of the
external truck queue at each gate in each time interval cannot exceed the maximum queue
length allowed by the port. Equation (14) expresses the non-negative constraint on the
queue length at the truck gate. Equation (15) indicates that the total number of late or early
external trucks in a day is equal to the total number of newly reserved external trucks in
each time window plus the number of late external trucks in the last time window of the
appointment. Equations (16) and (17) are non-negative constraints. Equation (18) is to
divide the total number of external trucks that actually arrive in a time window by the
number of time intervals in the time window to get the average number of external trucks
that arrive in each time interval. The gate queuing method of the next set of truck dynamic
appointment rescheduling model with uncertain arrival time adopts the point-by-point
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smooth fluid flow approximation method. The point-by-point smooth fluid flow approx-
imation method requires a shorter duration than the time window. The PSFFA method
is described in Figure 1. Equation (19) is used to define the departure rate from gate to

container yard in each time interval. It is the smaller value of µti

Wti
+1−

√
W2

ti
+2e2·Wti

+1

1−e2 and
Wti

+ λti
. Equation (20) is used to calculate the length of the external truck queue in each

time interval. Equation (21) represents the additional transportation time of trucks caused
by congestion during morning and evening peak hours.
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5. Solution Methodology

Aiming at the problem that external trucks cannot arrive at the port on time, a double-
chain real quantum genetic algorithm is proposed to solve the problem. The use of double-
stranded coding reduces the solution time, and the use of an adaptive cross-mutation
strategy can increase the accuracy of the solution.

5.1. Encoding Rules

In view of the uncertainty problem of external trucks not being able to arrive at the
port on time, the coding rules of double-stranded real chromosomes are adopted. Each
chromosome Pi has two upper and lower gene chains. Since the number of port time
windows per day is 10, so the subscript here is 10 and the length of the chromosome is 10,
shown as mnew = 10. The coding form is shown in Equation (22).

Pi =

[∣∣∣∣ cos(ξxi1)
sin(ξyi1)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ cos(ξxi2)
sin(ξyi2)

∣∣∣∣ · · · ∣∣∣∣ cos(ξxi10)
sin(ξyi10)

∣∣∣∣] (22)

Among them, xi1 = πθi1/2 and θi1 are the difference degree value, which is generated
by the fuzzy number, and the fuzzy number feature is represented by x + si, where x is the
average value, the calculation method is as shown in Equation (23); si is the variance, and
the calculation method is as Equation (24).

x = (xl + xm + xn)/3 (23)

si =
1
2

√
(xl − x)2 + (xm − x)2 + (xn − x)2 (24)

xl is the minimum value of the fuzzy number, xm is the most likely value of the fuzzy
number, and xn is the maximum value of the fuzzy number, as shown in Figure 2b. The
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upper chain Pix = (cos(ξxi1), cos(ξxi2), . . . , cos(ξxi10)) of the chromosome represents the
initial optimal appointment plan of the external truck i times, and the lower chain Piy =
(sin(ξyi1), sin(ξyi2), . . . , sin(ξyi10)) represents the appointment plan when the external
truck i is reconfirmed, so as to determine the appointment status and re-appointment status
of each external truck. Since the maximum number of appointments per day for each
external truck is 4, the value of each gene is an integer from 0 to 4:0 means that the external
truck has no appointment in the corresponding time window, and 2 represents that the
appointment times of this external truck in the corresponding time window are 2 times.
Convert the double-stranded real number code to binary code and then perform qubit
coding17.
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5.2. Cross and Mutation Operation

We use multi-point crossover here. Two chromosomes are paired with each other, two
crossover points are randomly selected in the code string, and then the parts between the
two crossover points are exchanged, thereby generating two new individuals. The mutation
used selects the optimal solution according to the mutation probability. Quantum not-gate
operation is applied to the qubits of each chromosome. By changing the probability range
of the qubits, the qubits on the double-stranded gene will mutate at the same time. The
mutation process is as Equation (25), where θi

kj is the rotation angle corresponding to the
i-th chromosome qubit:[

0 1
1 0

][ cos θi
kj

sin θi
kj

]
=

[
cos(π/2− θi

kj)

sin(π/2− θi
kj)

]
(25)

5.3. Adaptive Quantum Revolving Door Update

In order to improve the search performance of the algorithm, a mechanism for dynam-
ically adjusting the rotation angle is designed to update the adaptive quantum revolving
gate. Each qubit of each quantum chromosome are performed the following operations:[

α′n,s
β′n,s

]
= Un,s

[
αn,s
βn,s

]
, Un,s =

[
cos(χθn,s) −sin(χθn,s)
sin(χθn,s) cos(χθn,s)

]
. χθn,s = ∇(α, β)·θn,s, ∇(α, β) is rotation

directions, which are used to ensure the convergence of the algorithm, θn,s is the rotation
angle, which is used to control the convergence speed of the algorithm (n is the n-th chro-
mosome and s is the s-th qubit). θn,s =

∣∣∣ fmax− fnow
fmax

(θmax − θnow)
∣∣∣, where fmax is the fitness

value of the current optimal individual, fnow is the fitness value of the current individual
that needs to be updated, θmax is the rotation angle corresponding to the current optimal
individual, and θnow is the rotation angle of the current individual that needs to be updated.

5.4. Termination Condition

There are two termination conditions:

(1) If the model has a feasible solution, increase the value of a, which will affect the
current company’s threshold. When the threshold reaches the set maximum threshold,
stop running and output the optimal solution. If there is no feasible solution before
reaching the set threshold, directly output the optimal solution currently running.

(2) Set the maximum number of iterations. When the number of iterations reaches the
maximum, stop running and output the current optimal solution.

When any one of the two termination conditions is met, the operation can be stopped
and the optimal solution can be output.

5.5. Algorithm Flow

The algorithm flow is shown in Figure 2a.
S1: Let the maximum number of iterations iter = 1000, and execute the reconfirmation

strategy Xprt;
S2: External trucks arrive early/late;
In the step S2, when the external truck does not arrive early/late, it is executed

according to the initial appointment plan;
S3: The external truck is not arrive early/late in the first/last time window;
In the step S3, when the external truck is early/late in the first/last time window, there

is no qualification to re-appoint;
S4: Generate double-stranded coding chromosomes, the length of chromosomes

mnew = 10, and each chromosome represents the rescheduling plan of an external truck;
S5: Calculate the fitness value and record the optimal solution, calculate the reschedul-

ing cost according to the objective function, and use the reciprocal 100 times as the fitness
value fnew, that is fnew = 100/ fobj;
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S6: When the termination condition is met, the truck re-appointment plan correspond-
ing to the maximum fitness value fnew is output as the best re-scheduling plan for trucks
arriving early/late;

In the step S6, when the termination condition is not met, step S7 is executed;
S7: Use adaptive quantum gate to dynamically rotate Uiter, update the distribution

plan Qnew of late/early arrival trucks;
S8: Using quantum multi-point crossover, adaptive mutation updates the allocation

plan Qnew of late/early arrival trucks, set a = a + 0.1, iter = iter − 1, and go to step S4.

6. Numerical Experiments

In order to verify the feasibility of the model and algorithm, simulation experiments
and comparative studies are carried out. The relevant experimental conditions and parame-
ter settings refer to literature [17]. All experiments are performed on a computer with Intel
Core i7, 1.8 GHz CPU, and 8 GB RAM.

6.1. Comparison of Simulation Experiment Results

In order to clearly express the plan adjustment process of the TAS for trucks that cannot
arrive at the port on time, Table 1 shows the best appointment plan of a truck company
and the actual arrival situation. Experiment 1 shows that (1,4,6,8) is the best booking time
window of the truck, and the actual arrival situation is that the truck cannot reach the port
at the first time window on time. Before the actual arrival of the truck, the TAS will change
the appointment plan into (2,4,6,8). Experiment 2 is an appointment plan for two trucks.
The best appointment plan for the first truck is (2,3). The actual arrival situation is that
the first truck arrives at the fourth time window instead of the third time window. The
best appointment plan for the second truck is (2,6,7), and the actual arrival situation is
that the second truck arrive at the fourth time window instead of the second time window.
The TAS changes the booking plans of the two trucks to (2,4) and (5,6,7). The fourth time
windows will be allocated to the first truck, due to the first-come-first-served rule and the 1
quota of the fourth time window. Then, the second truck can only be reserved at the fifth
time window. Experiment 3 is also an appointment plan for two trucks. The first truck
arrives in port on time, and the second truck is late for two time windows, so the TAS delay
the task of the second truck at the first time window by two later. Thus, we get the final
appointment plan.

Table 1. The actual arrival and re-scheduling situation of a certain truck company.

Experiment One Experiment Two Experiment Three

Time window quota (1,1,0,1,1,1,1,1,0,1) (1,2,1,1,1,2,1,1,1,1) (2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2)
Jobs 4 5 5

Appointment
window

(1,4,6,8) (2,3) (1,1)
(2,6,7) (3,9,9)

Truck arrival situation
1→ 2 3→ 4 on time

2→ 4 3→ 5
Rescheduling time

window
(2,4,6,8) (2,4) (1,1)

(5,6,7) (5,9,9)
Total cost 724.2839 769.3842 752.2931

Nowadays, for trucks that cannot arrive at the port on time, the TAS will follow
the “first come first” rule to arrange the trucks to enter the port after the truck arrives
at the port. In order to verify the effectiveness of the redistribution model of the truck
appointment scheme in this study in which trucks cannot arrive at port on time. We solve
the small, medium, and large-scale problems, respectively, and compared the results with
the traditional scheduling results in literature [18]. The results are compared, as shown in
Figure 3.
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The experimental parameter data are shown in the Appendix A. For small-scale
problems, the scale of goods is (4 Jobs 8 Jobs 11 Jobs 15 Jobs 18 Jobs 22 Jobs 26 Jobs 32 Jobs
36 Jobs 37 Jobs 50 Jobs 55 Jobs). The specific comparison results are shown in Figure 3a. It
can be seen from Figure 3a that the total cost of the external truck dynamic appointment
rescheduling model under uncertain arrival time is lower than that of the traditional
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scheduling model, which shows that the proposed model can be more perfect. Although
the cost difference of individual cargo scale (for example, 8 Jobs, 15 Jobs, 26 Jobs) is small,
it is mainly since the small-scale truck scheduling is relatively single, and the number of
trucks that do not arrive at the port on time is relatively small, making the overall cost gap
is relatively small. But for the small-scale problem, the proposed model is better than the
traditional scheduling model.

For the medium-scale problem, the scale of goods is (257 Jobs 324 Jobs 417 Jobs 492
Jobs 569 Jobs 602 Jobs 663 Jobs), and the specific comparison results are shown in Figure 3b.
When the size of the goods becomes larger, the number of trucks arriving at the port
on time will increase correspondingly, and the cost of re-scheduling will also increase
correspondingly. It can be clearly seen from Figure 3b that the target cost of the dynamic
appointment rescheduling model for the uncertain arrival time is significantly lower than
that of the traditional scheduling model. This shows that when the scale of the problem
increases, the rescheduling model proposed in this study will more reasonably schedule
the trucks that do not arrive at the port on time, which is more in line with the requirement
of the trucks arriving at the port evenly.

For large-scale problems, the scale of goods is (701 Jobs 754 Jobs 827 Jobs 1032 Jobs
1782 Jobs 2438 Jobs), and the specific comparison results are shown in Figure 3c. From the
comparison results of large-scale problems, it can be clearly seen that the cost of the dynamic
appointment rescheduling model for the next set of trucks with uncertain arrival time is
significantly lower than the traditional scheduling cost. Especially when the quantity of
goods reaches 1500 Jobs, scheduling costs will increase rapidly, since when the quantity of
goods is large enough, the corresponding orders and the number of trucks will also increase.
The uncertainty of the arrival time of trucks leads to large-scale adjustments of goods orders.
This also shows that the proposed model is not only suitable for small and medium-scale
problems, but also for large-scale problems. The dynamic appointment rescheduling model
for trucks with uncertain arrival time can also be optimized for scheduling, and while
comparing with the traditional scheduling model, the experimental results should be
significantly better and more in line with the actual application requirements of the truck
company and the port company.

To further validate the performance of the proposed model, experiments are carried out
when the truck arrival time follows Poisson distribution. The 95% confidence interval [19]
of the rescheduling cost are plotted in Figure 3a–c.

It can be seen from the simulation results that the total cost of the truck dynamic
appointment rescheduling model under the uncertain arrival time in this study is much
lower than the cost of the traditional scheduling model. When the arrival time follows
Poisson distribution, the total cost of the proposed model is still highly probabilistically
lower than the traditional model. Another reason is that the arrival time of the truck will
be reconfirmed before, and the TAS can arrange the corresponding appointment plan in
advance, saving a lot of time and costs.

According to the results, a continuous trendline for the proposed scheduling model
is obtained through polynomial fit. The polynomial is f (x) = 9.469 × 10−7 x3 − 5.687 ×
10−5 x2 + 7.986 x + 552.2. The original experiment results and the polynomial fit curve are
plotted in Figure 4. Another twenty inputs are tested and the test results are also given in
Figure 4. It can be seen that this polynomial can basically reflect the rescheduling cost’s
changing trend with job numbers. The test results roughly follow this fitting curve.

In order to highlight the superiority of the proposed model, the number of trucks in
the port is compared with the traditional scheduling model, as shown in Figure 5. The
horizontal axis is the time window of the port in one day, and the vertical axis is the number
of trucks in the port. Five time points are selected in each time window to count the number
of external trucks in port. Similar to Figure 3, experiments are carried out when the time
window follows normal distribution. The 95% confidence interval of the truck number is
plotted in Figure 5.
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By comparing with the traditional scheduling model, it can be seen that the proposed
model under uncertain arrival time can better schedule the flow of vehicles, and the peak
traffic of trucks in the port is also significantly reduced since the trucks arrive at the port
more evenly. Even if the time window follows the normal distribution, the proposed model
still has a high probability to outperform the traditional model. Since the impact of the
morning and evening rush hours on the arrival time of trucks are considered, it can be
clearly seen that the number of trucks in the port during the urban traffic peak period
is significantly reduced, which increases the fault-tolerant rate of truck companies and
trucks and relieves the congestion of the port. The whole working process is more in line
with the needs of actual operations, and the actual application value of the TAS has been
greatly improved.

6.2. Algorithm Comparison

In order to verify the effectiveness of the algorithm, we selected five medium-scale
calculation examples, numbered Z1, Z2, Z3, Z4, Z5, and compared them with the algorithms
in literatures [4,20]. The specific results are shown in Table 2. It can be seen that the double-
chain real genetic algorithm is significantly faster than the other two algorithms, and it is
more in line with the timeliness requirements of the TAS to reschedule the appointment
plan. At the same time, the target value of the optimal solution of the proposed algorithm
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is also lower than the target value obtained by other algorithms, which is more in line with
the requirements of reducing the re-scheduling cost of the TAS.

Table 2. Algorithm comparison.

Number Jobs
Number of

Truck
Companies

Probability of
Missing an

Appointment

Double-Chain Real
Quantum Genetic

Algorithm

Taboo Search
Algorithm Genetic Algorithm

Target
Value (min) CPU(s) Target

Value (min) CPU(s) Target
Value (min) CPU(s)

Z1 157 18 0.1 2183.29 324.72 2739.61 467.24 3228.45 491.38
Z2 157 19 0.1 1936.28 323.94 2738.69 439.18 2964.92 472.92
Z3 157 20 0.1 1829.37 302.43 2477.51 447.29 3192.47 443.21
Z4 157 21 0.1 1802.48 288.18 2484.95 421.22 2780.58 458.73
Z5 157 22 0.1 1693.52 283.45 2318.26 427.13 2639.21 442.02

In order to verify the performance of the double-chain real quantum genetic algorithm.
Based on the parameters of Z5, the double-strand real quantum genetic algorithm (Abbrevi-
ated as Algorithm 1), tabu search algorithm (Abbreviated as Algorithm 2) [18] and genetic
algorithm (Abbreviated as Algorithm 3) [19] are used to obtain the solution. The algorithm
runs 20 times continuously. The box plot comparison of fitness value, convergence algebra,
and convergence time is shown in Figure 6.
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It can be seen from Figure 6 that the performance of the double-chain real quantum
genetic algorithm is significantly better than the other two algorithms, especially the
convergence time has a more obvious advantage. Thus, the TAS can reschedule the
appointment in time to meet the comprehensive needs of trucks and ports.

6.3. Sensitivity Analysis
6.3.1. The Impact of the Probability of Trucks Not Being Able to Arrive at the Port on Time
on the Re-Scheduling Cost of the TAS

In order to better study the impact of the probability of trucks not arriving at the
port on time on the cost of the TAS’s rescheduling plan, and under the condition that the
probability of trucks not being able to arrive at the port on time is 0.1 to 0.7, sensitivity
analysis is carried out in small-scale (50 Jobs), medium-scale (324 Jobs), and large-scale
(827 Jobs), as shown in Figure 7. It can be seen from Figure 7 that when the probability of the
truck being unable to arrive at the port on time is 0.1 or 0.2, the overall rescheduling cost is
the lowest. As the probability increases, the cost of consumption also increases. Especially
when the probability is greater than 0.5 (no matter what scale the problem is), the cost of
rescheduling will increase significantly. For small-scale problems, when the probability is
0.1~0.4, the cost consumption gap is not large. The reason is that the small-scale problems
involve a small number of trucks, and the entire TAS is rescheduled the appointment plan.
The pressure posed by is also relatively small. When the probability increases to 0.5, the
cost of small-scale problems will increase significantly, since when the probability is greater
than 0.5, especially when the probability reaches 0.7, it almost means the failure of the
previous best appointment plan. This also shows that the occurrence of uncertain time
has seriously affected the pre-allocated value of the appointment system, so it will cause
increase large secondary scheduling costs.
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6.3.2. The Impact of the Trucks Reconfirming Time on the Cost of the Rescheduling

In order to study when the operation of reconfirming the arrival time of the truck is
the best, a corresponding sensitivity analysis is made, as shown in Figure 8. The impact
of 0 min, 10 min, 20 min, 30 min, 40 min, 50 min, and 60 min on the rescheduling of
medium-scale problems are selected, respectively. 30 min means that the truck driver
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confirms the arrival status of the truck 30 min before the appointment time window. If the
truck arrives at the port on time, the feedback will be delivered on time. If it is expected
that if the truck cannot arrive on time, it will feedback the time interval of the late or early
arrival. In this way, the TAS can reschedule the plan in advance. Figure 8 shows that when
the reconfirmation time is 30 min before the appointment time, the TAS has the lowest
rescheduling cost. When the time is 0 min, it means that the trucker will notify the trucker
appointment system of its arrival status when it arrives at the port. This is an urgent task
for the trucker appointment system, which will not only increase the processing time of the
trucker appointment system, and also cause the congestion of the truck in the buffer area
and increase the waiting time of the truck, which will result in that the cost of rescheduling
is much higher than other times.
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6.3.3. The Impact of the Truck’s Failure to Arrive at the Port on Time on the Threshold of
the Truck Company

The late or early arrival of the truck will have an impact on the threshold of the truck
company, and the threshold will directly affect the priority of the truck company when
making an appointment and the number of changes to the appointment plan. In order to
study the impact of the early or late arrival of trucks on the thresholds of truck companies, a
corresponding sensitivity analysis has been carried out. For small, medium, and large-scale
issues, the late or early arrival of trucks is divided into less than 15 min, 15~30 min and
greater than 30 min, to explore the threshold changes of different scales under these three
late or early arrivals, as shown in Figure 9. As shown in Figure 9, when the late or early
arrival time of the truck company’s truck is less than 15 min, the impact on the company
threshold is minimal; when the truck company’s late or early arrival time is greater than
30 min, the company’s threshold has changed significantly, which is very detrimental to the
next appointment made by the truck company. This also shows that the punctual arrival of
the trucks in the port will directly affect the initiative of the truck company’s selection and
modification of the appointment plan. For the integrity of the truck company, the TAS will
have more restrictions on the truck company when assigning appointment plans.
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7. Conclusions

In this paper, a dynamic appointment rescheduling model is established considering
the uncertainty of the arrival time of external trucks. First, the external truck reconfirmation
strategy was implemented, and the truck driver confirmed whether the external truck could
arrive on time 30 min before the appointment time. For external trucks that cannot arrive at
the port on time, the TAS will reschedule the plan to ensure that the cost of rescheduling is
the lowest. The simulation results show that the proposed model has obvious advantages,
especially for medium-scale and large-scale problems. The cost of the rescheduling strategy
in this study is significantly lower than that of the traditional scheduling strategy. The
algorithm used in this research is also compared with the traditional genetic algorithm
and tabu search algorithm. It can be seen that the performance of the double-chain real
quantum genetic algorithm proposed in this research is significantly better than the other
two algorithms.

With the popularization and use of the truck reservation system, the requirements
for it are higher and higher. The research of this paper still has the following deficiencies:
(1) This paper adopts the distribution mode of time window. If the truck in the last time
window is late, the truck cannot make a new reservation. However, in the actual operation
of the port, the container truck can continue to enter the port after exceeding the time
window of the port. This problem can be improved in future research. (2) Although there
is the phenomenon of early arrival or late arrival of the container truck, this paper defaults
that the container truck can arrive at the port after making a successful appointment, and
does not consider the situation that it cannot arrive at the port after reservation. This
situation can be considered in the uncertain part. There is a probability that the container
truck will not arrive at the port. Therefore, it is necessary to design a better strategy to
minimize the adjustment of the reservation scheme.
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Appendix A. Experimental Parameter Data

Table A1. Parameter data in experiments.

NO. Jobs Quota per Time Window
Number of

Truck
Companies

Port Coordinates (min) Transportation
Area

X Y (min × min)

4 4 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) 1 0 80 160 × 160
5 8 (2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2) 1 0 80 160 × 160
6 11 (2,2,3,3,3,3,3,3,2,2) 2 0 80 160 × 160
7 15 (3,3,4,4,4,4,4,4,3,3) 2 0 80 160 × 160
8 18 (4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4) 3 0 80 160 × 160
9 22 (4,4,5,5,5,5,5,5,4,4) 3 0 80 160 × 160

10 26 (5,5,6,6,6,6,6,6,5,5) 4 0 80 160 × 160
11 32 (6,6,8,8,8,8,8,8,6,6) 4 0 80 160 × 160
12 36 (7,7,8,8,8,8,8,8,7,7) 5 0 80 160 × 160
13 37 (7,7,9,9,9,9,9,9,7,7) 5 0 80 160 × 160
14 50 (9,9,11,11,11,11,11,11,9,9) 6 0 80 160 × 160
15 55 (10,10,13,13,13,13,13,13,10,10) 7 0 80 160 × 160
16 100 (18,18,22,22,22,22,22,22,18,18) 13 0 80 160 × 160
17 157 (29,29,35,35,35,35,35,35,29,29) 21 0 80 160 × 160
18 209 (38,38,46,46,46,46,46,46,38,38) 27 0 80 160 × 160
19 257 (47,47,57,57,57,57,57,57,47,47) 32 0 80 160 × 160
20 324 (59,59,72,72,72,72,72,72,59,59) 38 0 80 160 × 160
21 417 (76,76,92,92,92,92,92,92,76,76) 47 0 80 160 × 160
22 492 (89,89,109,109,109,109,109,109,89,89) 60 0 80 160 × 160
23 569 (103,103,126,126,126,126,126,126,103,103) 67 0 80 160 × 160
24 602 (109,109,133,133,133,133,133,133,109,109) 71 0 80 160 × 160
25 663 (120,120,146,146,146,146,146,146,120,120) 74 0 80 160 × 160
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